It’s
All
Good!
Make
the
Fourth
Quarter
Count

It’s Prime Time!
I’m filling up my calendar now for
the rest of 2008 AND I want to
be part of your successful fourth
quarter. Make the quarter count
with clear and precise goals,
AND prepare for a focused and
organized 2009.
Call today to reserve an
appointment: 973.736.8112.
There is so much good
to be done for so many
good people.
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I have a friend, Rich Trenk, who is always saying, “It’s all good!” He
repeats it over and over again, with a big smile on his face, and I love it!
So one day I asked Rich what he meant by this very powerful mantra. I
wasn’t anticipating such a well thought out response.
“Mark, as an attorney I am totally focused on solving my clients problems. To achieve this efficiently and effectively I must be positive, organized, prepared and ready!”
“Most importantly I must know our end game, where we want to get
to, and to communicate this clearly. I call this the Strategy of Solving a
Problem. It’s a process and goals play a key role in making this happen.”
“There’s no client situation that’s perfect. So my attitude regardless of
the challenge is, “It’s all good!” We know where we are, we know where
we want to go. We have a plan. So, no matter what the situation, “It’s all
good!”

How is Rich Now?
As the leader of his law firm, Trenk, DiPasquale, Webster, Della,
Fera, and Sodono, P.C. Rich uses these same principles and strategies to help keep the people at his firm and their clients moving forward, what Rich passionately calls - Momentum. And a huge piece
of this momentum is listening because Rich embraces the basics,
the fundamental ABC’s - Always Be Communicating.
As we all now know, “It’s all good!”

